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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE VARIATION IN
VERTICAL PLANKTON HAULS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE LOSS OF THE CATCH

WITH DIVIDED HAULS

By H. Barnes
The Ma.ineStation,Millport

(Plates I, II and Text-figs. 1-6)

INTRODUCTION

Although in some branches of marine biology statistical methods have been
extensively employed in considering the sampling variations so frequently
encountered, little attention has yet been paid to the study of such variations
arising in plankton work. Gardiner (1931), and particularly Winsor & Walford
(1936), Winsor & Clarke (1940) and Silliman (1946), have given some con-
sideration to the problem, and an account of a freshwater plankton iIivestiga-
tion in which the techniques were carefully chosen and the results critically
examined by statistical methods has been given by Baldi, Cavalli and Pirocchi
(1945). Early work by Hensen (1887,1900-12), Lohmann (1903), and Herdman
(1921) indicated the prder of variation to be expected in vertical hauls.

The material on which the following analysis is based was obtained by
Marshall, Nicholls & Orr and some of the results of the work have already been
given (1934). A further acco~t of the material has recently been given by
Marshall (1949), where all the raw data dealt with here may be found. The
discrepancy observed between the total catch in divided and undivided hauls
was a puzzling feature of these results, and subsequent to discussions with
Dr Marshall on the origin of this discrepancy she placed at my disposal for
analysis the whole of the data. Thanks are due to Dr Marshall not only for
providing the data but also for giving further details of the technique and
circumstances of the collections. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge the
assistance of Dr R. A. Robb, who read the manuscript at several stages of its
preparation and who, by his critical comments and advice, has enhanced its
value.

The material was all collected by means of a net hauled vertically. Some
details of the work have been given in the references already cited, but since
the analysis will be of use to other workers only if the, conditions under which
the hauls were made are precisely defined, the salient features of the technique
must be summarized.

(i) The hauls were made with a modified international net fitted with
a Nansen (1915) closing mechanism. The net differed from the standard
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pattern in the absence of a coarsenet band above the canvasband carrying the
throttling device.

(ii) Hauling was by hand winch.
(iii) The speed of hauling was controlled by timing the rate of haul (depth

being followedby means of the metre wheel) with a stop-watch, instructions
being shouted to the person working the winch. An attempt to maintain
a hauling speed of 0'5 m.jsec. was made.

(iv) The bucket used on the net was a simple metal cylinder tied on with
string.

(v) After completion of the haul the catch was washed into the bottom of
the net by moving the latter up and down in the water, without, of course,
allowing the mouth of the net to go under the surface of the water.

(vi) The bucket was then carefully removed and the contents emptied into
a breffit containing formalin. The bucket was then rinsed out several times
with sea water from a pail and the washings added to the catch; the canvas
portion at the base of the net was then turned back exposingthe lower portion
of the net and, with this held over "the breffit, all obvious organisms were
carefully removed and the whole washed down several times.

(vii) In taking the dividedhauls an attempt wasmadeto releasethe messenger
so that the net would close at the selected depth without any interruption of
the hauling.

(viii) The weather conditions under which the catches were made varied
throughout the season; the stations worked were inside a comparatively
sheltered sea loch and at no time during this particular series were the condi-
tions very bad.

(ix) The depth of the haul was of the order of 60 m., and its duration
approximately2 min. If 5 min. for removing the catch is allowed, this gives
a period of about 10 min. in which to obtain duplicate hauls.

(x) Counts of the developmental stages of the following copepods were
made and have been used in the analysis: Pseudocalanusminutus (Kmyer),
MicrocalanuspygmaeusG. O. Sars, Centropageshamatus (Lilljeborg), Temora
longicornis(Miiller), Acartia clausiGiesbrecht, Githonasimilis(Claus).

It should be stated that this work was not originally planned for statistical
treatment, and a selectionof the datawillbe presented to illustrate the problems
involved and their possible solution.

THE UNDIVIDED HAULS

Three pairs of duplicate undivided hauls will now be considered and the data
are plotted as the log of the catches for the separate stages of each pair of hauls
in Fig. 1. In each of the catches eight stages of the six species were counted so
that, neglecting those pairs in which the total number caught (nl + nz) was less
than 5, there are 134 pairs of observations, each stage of every species being
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considered independently. The results obtained with these undivided .hauls
will first be compared with the data analysed by Winsor & Walford (1936)
using counts of a series of catches of fish eggs (the E-S series) and the .data
obtained in the course of investigationsof catching powers of different types
of nets by Kiinne (1929,1933). The problem, as pointed out by these authors,
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Fig. I. The relationship between pairs of catches of all stages of six copepods for three sets of
duplicate vertical hauls, plotted as logarithms of the catches. .
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is similar to that of the estimation of bacterial numbers, the basic distribution
of which, when the experimental technique is adequately controlled, has been
shown by Fisher, Thornton & MacKenzie (1922) to be Poisson. The value has
therefore been calculated, for each pair of observations, of

2 (nl - n2)2
X = ,

(nl +n2)

where nl and n2 are the numbers of each stage in a .pair of d~plicate hauls and
when(nl +n2) > 10. When 5 «nl +n2) < 10an adjusted valueofx2has been used,

X2= (nl-n2)2-2(nl-n2)+ I. (2)
(nl +n2)

Pairs in w?ich (nl + n2)< 5 have been neglected.

(I)
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If the basic distribution were truly Poisson this x2 should, in a number of
random samples,have a mean value of 1 and should be distributed in a known
manner. For comparison with the data of Winsor & Walford similar classes
of x2havebeen selectedand the distribution of this quantity is shownin Table I.

TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES OF X2 (134 PAIRS).

x2= en, -n2)2, when (nl +n.» lO;
(nl +n.)

. (nl-n2)2-2(nl-n2)+1 when 5«n, +n2)<lO;
x2 (nl +n2) ,
(nl + n2) < 5 neglected,

Proportion
of values
expected
(Poisson)

0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'1
0'09
0'01

x2
0-0'016

-0'064
-0'148
-0'275
-0'455
-0'708
-1'074
-1'642
-2'706
-6'635

> 6'635

Number of
values

observed
6
6
7
3
9
8
9

12
16
30
28

Proportion
of values
observed

0'045
0'045
0'052
0'022
0'067
0'059
0'067
0'089
0'119
0'223
0'209

This distribution is far from theoretical for Poisson, and is similar to that
obtained by Winsor & Walford. The fact that there is an excess oflarge values
of x2shows that there is an excess of samples showing relatively large differences
between hauls.

TABLE II. VALUES OF TOTAL AND MEAN X2 FOR VARYING SAMPLE SIZE

Number
of

samples
18
8

24
18
10
16
19
9

12

(nl +n2)

5-10
-20
-40
-60
-80
-170
-400
-lOOO

> lOOO

Sx2

44'57
15'68
68'69
43'73
21'26
35'53
69'08

161'5 I
1726'15

x2
2'48
1'96
2,86
2'43
2'13
2'22
3'64

17'83
143'85

In Table II the mean values of x2have been tabulated by size groups and
the results are again similar to those of Winsor & Walford. Thus, the large
hauls furnish a larger proportion than expected of the high values of x2 as
shown by the increase in the mean x2with increasing size of sample. It seems
clear that other factors than the sampling variations of a random population
are affectingthe hauls.
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Assuming that the most important factor contributing to these variations is
the volume of water filtered (or'at least affecting the sample by its effect on the
volume filtered) Winsor & Walford derive the following expression for x2:

, a; 2-
X2 = I + n =:i = I + K n,v

(3)

where n= i (nl + n2)' Uv= standard deviation of volume, v= mean volume
filtered.

There islittle change in the valueof X2 up to (nl+ n2)= 170,with the present
data, and beyond this point the size of these groups has to be greatly increased
to obtain a reasonable number of samples. Grouping together gives Table III.

These values are plotted in Fig. 2, and although the number of points is
inadequate they can be considered as lying on a straight line passing through
the point X2= I, when n= o. The equation of this line gives a value for the
constant K2 of 0'05. The value suggested by Winsor & Walford for K2 is
0'04-0'06 and they emphasize the fact that K is not a universal constant. The
agreement of the value calculated from the present data with their value is very
satisfactory.

Since the coefficient of variation of a single observation is

~= rooJ(~+K2),
then putting K2=0'05, and for a total catch of 100 (n= 100),

U

-=25% .n

The above agreement appears to suggest that the basic assumption, namely
a random distribution of the population, holds for the present series, and that
the variations between the hauls are largely due to differences in the volumes
of water filtered. It follows that since different stages of a number of species
were counted, all are randomly distributed, that is, there is no association
between any of the animals or their various stages. This does not mean that
changes in density do not take place in a vertical direction but oniy that at any
point in the vertical section there is a random distribution of the species and
their separate stages.

An alternative method of analysing the results of such replicate hauls is
possible and has been employed by Winsor & Clarke (1940). Both new data

TABLE III

Number of
enl + n2) samples SX2 )("2

0-17° 94 229'44 2'44
17°-4°° 19 69'08 3,64
4°0-1000 9 161'51 17'83

> 1000 12 1726'15 143'85
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and that previously considered by Winsor & Walford were used, and sub-
mitted to an analysis of variance; this technique will now be applied to the
present data.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between the mean value of x2 (grouped values) and the
mean catch in paired hauls.

Four of the above six undivided hauls, which have been treated as three
pairs, were taken consecutivelyand these four will be analysed. For the four
replicate hauls with eight separate stages of each of the four species counted
there are in all 128observations. (Six results have been neglected because of
small numbers.) The results of the analysis can be conveniently tabulated as
follows.(Logarithmic values of the catches are used throughout; for details of
the theory underlying the .method, the paper by Winsor & Clarke (1940)
should be consulted.)

The analysis of variance gives the following:
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:
Hauls (H) 3 0'2255 0'0752
Stages (S) 31 57'3872 1'8512

Interaction:
HxS 93 1'2251 0'0132

Totals 127 58'8378
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The various estimates obtained from the mean squares can be conveniently
summarized thus:

(i) The mean square for the interaction is an estimate of a~H' the 'within
haul' variance. Hence a§H=0'OI32, standard deviation=asH=0'II49, and
log I' 3°3 = 0' II 49, corresponding to a coefficient of variation of 3°' 3 %.

(ii) a fr is the 'haul to haul' variance. The mean square for the hauls is an
estimate of 32 afr+a§H=0'0752. Hence afr=0'00I9, standard deviation
= aH = 0'°44°, and log 1'1°7°=0'°44°, corresponding to a coefficient of
variation of 10'7%. .

(iii) The variance of a single observation is afr+ a~H= 0'0151, standard
deviation=~(afr+a§H)=0'I228, and log 1'326=0'1228, corresponding to a
coefficientof variation of 32.6%. .

Winsor & Clarke's results indicated a coefficientof variation of 53% for
vertical hauls, and 31 %for oblique hauls (n is large), and they suggest that the
greater accuracy for oblique hauls is worth further consideration. However,
the data now presented show an accuracy for replicate vertical hauls com-
parable with these authors' value for oblique hauls. It would appear that the
greater accuracy of the present seriesmay be ascribed to the more favourable
working conditions, viz. a sheltered sea loch in contrast to the less favourable
open sea conditions under which Winsor & Clarke's material was collected.

THE DIVIDED HAULS

Throughout the season's work four undivided hauls (bottom to surface) and one
divided (bottom to 10 m., 10 m. to surface) haul were taken consecutively, the
four undivided hauls being pooled and an aliquot part counted.

A preliminary inspection of the data indicated that as a first approximation
the results could be divided into two classes with regard to the discrepancy
between the divided and undivided hauls, depending upon whether the
animals were mainly above or mainly below the point at which the hauls were
broken. The results for those hauls in which the organisms were below the
10 m. level will be considered first.

Animals all below the depth at which the haul was divided.

Since the divided haul is suspect, it is first necessary to examine the assump-
tion that it gives a reliable qualitative estimate of the distribution in relation to
the 10 m.level. An inspection of the results indicated that when the organisms
were above the 10 m.level the mean total catch of both divided and undivided

hauls tended to be similar and under these circumstances, as shown later, they
were not significantly different (p. 44°). This indicates that no loss is incurred
in the 10-0 m. haul. If nothing is caught in the upper 10 m. by the second
part of the divided haul it can therefore be assumed that the qualitative
information, namely that the animals are all below the 10 m. level, is sub-
stantially correct.

JOURN. MAR. BIOL. ASSOC.vol. XXVIII, 1949 28
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The data for Microcalanus pygmaeus, no stages of which (except the nauplii)
were ever found in significant numbers above the 10 m. level, will first be
considered. There were ten different days throughout the season when divided
and undivided hauls were taken, and since seven stages were counted there are
14° observations. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 and suggest a loss in the
divided haul (compare Fig. I).
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Fig. 3. The relationship (in Microcalanus pygmaeus) between catches (log values) for all stages
in divided and.undivided hauls taken over a season's work when all stages are below point
of division of the haul.

The analysis of variance gives the following:

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:
Smges (S) 6 20'4588 3'4098
Day (D) 9 15'6570 1'74°0
Haul (H) I 4'45°0 4'45°0

First-order interactions:
SxD 54 IO'0994 0'187°
S xH 6 0'3210 0'°535
DxH 9 .0'9230 0'1020

Second-order nteraction:
SxDxH 56 0'8875 0'0164

Totals 139 52'5078
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It is difficult to assign the day-haul and stage-haul interaction to other than
accidental variations, and the values obtained will therefore be added to the
second-order interaction to give a residual mean square of 0'0300. The mean
square for the hauls can be tested for significance against "this value by the z
test: - 1

(1 . 1 . ) -' -
z - '2 oge 4 45°0 - oge 0 0300 n1- I, n2-71,

=2'15.

Since the 5%point for z, n1= I, n2= CIJis 0'6729, the difference between the
hauls is significant and the loss in the divided haul indicated by Fig. 3 is
significant. It should be pointed out that this is true even though replicate
undivided hauls showed a significant difference, since a .set of hauls is here
under consideration. An alternative treatment, which gives the same result,
is to consider the divided and undivided hauls on each date separately.
Associating with the undivided hauls the standard error a =.J(a~ + a ~H)(p. 435)
allows for the significant difference between the hauls found previously.
Assuming that the divided haul has the same standard error, then the standard
error of the difference nll- na is .J(2a) and the usual test for significance can be
~pli~. .

It is desirable to consider possible reasons for the loss in the divided haul.
From the bottom to the 10 m. level the divided and undivided hauls are

identical, and since in the hauls under consideration no animals are present
above 10 m., it is impossible to escape from the conviction that loss of animals
must take place when the net is closed at the 10 m. level in the divided hauls.
Two possible causes for this loss may be suggested:

(i) Any organisms still above the throttling gear in the upper part of the
net when it is closed will automatically be lost.

(ii) If water is forced upwards from the bottom part of the net when it is
closed a further loss of the catch may take place. Three possible mechanisms
for such a passage of water upwards may be suggested:

(a) Probably the most important factor is the amount of slack in the
throttling cord of the closing mechanism so that when the hauling line is
released the net must slow down.

(b) Any deceleration in hauling speed immediately prior to closing the net
will, if the net has been moving at a constant speed, tend to force water upwards
carrying organisms with it. The person working the winch usually knows when
the net is approaching the 10 m. point and may, without realizing it, tend to
slow down.

(c) The sudden closing of the net may tend to force a small quantity of
water out of the net rather than force it through the meshes.

If in a series of hauls the catch were largely obtained at the same or
similar levels then, as a first approximation, all the catch would be expected to
be similarly distributed throughout the net and bucket at the time of throttling.
Since the loss of water due to the factors outlined above might also be expected

28-2
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to be similar in a comparable series of hauls, the loss under these circum-
stances would be proportional to the total catch.

This relationship can be expressed in the form of the regression line of .
divided and undivided hauls (divided haul being considered as the dependent
variable), but since it will be shown that the stag.esreact differentlyduring the
season any such relation can only have an averagevalue. The regression line is
given by

log nd = 0.8410g nu- 0'°3,

where ndand nuare the numbers in the divided and undivided hauls, respectively.
This would mean that for a catch of 100 (nu), 5° % of the animals would be lost
in the divided haul.
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Fig. 4. The ratio of the divided and undivided hauls (log n,,-log nd) for total catch, i.e. all
stages, plotted against date of catch, showing change in ratio with time.

If the ratio of the catches in the two hauls is plotted against the date of the
haul, the figuressuggestthat the loss changes(in generaldecreases)throughout
tht season (Fig. 4).

This is subst~tiated by analysing the values for the ratio (log nu-log nd)
in relation to the date; the analysisof variance gives the following:

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square

Main effects:
Days (D) 9 1'7625 0'1958
Stages (S) 6 0'0623 0'0104

Interaction:
DxS 54 1'5008 0'0278

Totals 69 3'3256
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The value of the mean square for days is significant, so that the difference
between the catches varies significantly with the day on which the catch was
taken. The difference does not vary according to the particular stage under
consideration. The following is suggested as an explanation of this result. The
relation between catch and loss might be expected to depend to some extent
on the position in the hauls at which the catch was largely made: If the
animals were caught in the same vertical range then the same amount of
consolidation (if any) into the receiving vessel and the same distribution
throughout the various parts of the net might be expected when the net is
closed, so that under similar conditions of water loss on closure, a proportional

. amount of organisms would be expected to be lost. However, if on certain
occasions some of the animals were caught in the deeper layers, they might be
expected to be somewhat differently distributed throughout the net and
receiving vessel, in general being carried farther down into the lower parts of
the net during the later part of the haul. The loss on closure might then be
reduced. This explanation would imply vertical migrations of the various
stages during the season which is in accord with general observations. If this
is true then it indicates that the stages of M. pygmaeu$, although always below
the 10 m. level, do migrate vertically throughout the season. Since the dis-
crepancy between the divided and undivided hauls is less towards the end of
the season (see Fig. 4, where log nu-log nd approaches 0 later in the season),
the foregoing agreement would imply a migration to the deeper level during
the latter part of the year; such an implication is in agreement with the facts
already ascertained for other copepods from such data on their behaviour as
are available. It should be possible to relate these changes to the factors which
control seasonal vertical migration, but the available information is inadequate.
An inspection of the data in relation to temperature which might be expected
to affect such migration gives no significant correlation. However, changes
in the order of the discrepancy were most marked when there were sudden
changes in temperature.

It should be pointed out that this change in the relationship between the
divided and undivided haul' throughout the season could conceivably be
explained by some gradual change in technique; this explanation is hardly
adequate.

This loss of catch with vertical divided hauls does not appear to be peculiar
to the present series of observations. Thus Kemp, Hardy & Mackintosh (1929)
and also Marr (1938) draw attention to the discrepancy between 'open' and
, closed' horizontal hauls using the same net, the ' closed' haul always yielding
a comparatively poor catch. They suggest that the' open" horizontal haul
possibly gives a fictitious result owing to catching animals whilst hauling
in the net. The loss of catch in the' closed' haul as a result of the tendency
of the net to fall backwards could have contributed materially to the discrepancy,
since it would lead to losses in the' closed' haul.
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Wiborg (1948) has recently published a detailed account of a comparison
of several methods of taking vertical and oblique hauls and an inspection of his
Table IV indicates a loss with the vertical closing net. Some of his results are
grouped together and shown in summary form in Table IV. The figures for
the Clarke-Bumpus sampler (P.S.-8) are organisms per 10001., while those for
the closing net (8/72) are the total catch. If the net is behaving in a similar
manner throughout each haul' it would be expected that the ratio of the

Clarke-Bumpus sampler catch to the net catch would be approximately con-
stant, an assumption which is independent of the absolute filtration coefficient
of the net. Although the species and stages do not behave in an identical way
it is clear from the figures that the ratio (sampler/net) is usually much lower in
the 0-25 m. haul than the deeper hauls. Since it may be presumed that the
0-25 m. hauls were made without closing the net it would appear that the
lower ratio for this section of the haul is due to not closing the net and that the
catches in the other divided net hauls are lower as a result of losses on closing
the net.

Hauls in which all the organisms were above 10 m.

Since it has been shown that in general, in the divided haul, there is a loss of
organisms caught below 10 m. it is again necessary to examine the possibility
that the qualitative division is correct. In the hauls under consideration no
animals were caught below lorn. in the divided haul; a small number may have
been lost but these may be neglected if there are moderate numbers above
10 m. Both the divided and undivided hauls can, therefore, be considered as
catching animals only between 10 m. and the surface.

The results for Centropageshamatus have been used, since on three occasions
six of the stages were all above the 10 m. level on three different days during
the season. The analysis of variance gives the results as shown on p. 441.

The day-haul and haul-stage can again be combined with the second-order
interaction to give a residual mean square of 0'074.

The difference between the hauls is not significant so that the divided and
undivided hauls do not differ significantly when all the organisms are caught
above the 10 m. level in the two hauls.

TABLE IV
25-0 50-25 100-50 150-100

,-------"----, ,-------"----, ,-
P.S.-8 8/72 P.S.-8 8/72 P.S.-8 8/72 P.S.-8 8/72

Calanus finmarchicits,'
Copepodites and adults 4188, 2II83 306 2216 II7 194 46 138
Nauplii and eggs 4303 6900 4769 4609 214 60 122 25

Calanus hyperboreus,'
Copepodites and adults 109 422 54 76 26 14 I 51
Nauplii and eggs 94 ?oo 53 - - - - -

Other organisms than copepods 598 1942 833 338 186 178 23 58
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The coefficient of variation of a single observation can be obtained from the
residual variance which is an estimate of

a~ =0'074.

Hence the standard deviation = 0'272, .log 1.871 =0'272, corresponding to
a coefficient of variation of 87%.

Analysis of variance

Degrees of Sum of
freedom squares

Source of
variation

Main effects:
Days (D) 2
Hauls (H) I
Stages (S) 5

First -order interactions:
DxH 2
D xS 5
H x S 10

Second-order interaction:
D x H x S 10 0'431

Totals 35 5'019

It is evident that the estimate of the population of these short 10 m. hauls is
very much less accurate than that obtained in the long hauls previously discussed.

Several sources of error in these short hauls may be suggested. Any error
in measurement of the 10 m. depth either by inaccurate adjustment of the
metre wheel, or any subsequent slip in the friction dl-ive, whilst having little
effect when the animals are being caught in a 0-60 m. haul, would considerably
affect the catch when it is being taken through a 10 m. haul, taking only 20 sec.;
an error of :t 1'0 m. would affect the volume sampled by :t 10%. Further,
the net may not begin to fish efficiently immediately winding commences; the
winder may, in releasing the winch catch, drop the net a small distance, and
constant speed may not be attained for some seconds.

Hauls with animals above and below 10 m. .

These are subject to all the errors discussed above, and the resultant effect
will be determined by the proportions of the population above and below the
level at which the haul is broken. If the animals are largely above this level
the estimate of the population will be a poor one with no significant difference
between divided and undivided. As the animals are found in greater pro-
portion below the dividing level the error due to losses on closing the net will
become more important. It is possible to apply an overall correction factor to
the lower section of the haul, but in view of the change of reaction with time
of the various stages it can hardly be considered satisfactory. Further analysis
of the data does not appear, therefore, to be profitable, but the above may be
illustrated by plotting the ratio between the undivided and the divided hauls
(log nu -log na) against the percentage in the upper 10 m. of the haul. The

Mean
square

0'7°1
0'063
1'221

0'351
0'063
0'244

0'II6

0'7°3
1'784

0'058
0'141
0'178

0'°43

--
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results for the first part of the season's hauls on C. hamatus are shown in Fig. 5.
If the hauls were identical the points wouid lie on the line log nu -log na= 0,
but the loss (log nu -log na positive) increases as the population of the animals
below the 10 m. level increases.
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Fig. 5. Change in ratio of divided and undivided hauls (in Centropages hamatus) as the
population is found in greater proportion below the point of division of the haul.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It has been indicated that there are losses in a divided haul when the net is

closed by a throttling cord, and it has been suggested that this is largely due to
deceleration with a consequent loss of water from the net and that this water
carries organisms with it. The sequence of events on throttling can be il-
lustrated by reference to the Discovery net whose dimensions are given in
full detail by Kemp et at. (1929).

The net has 3 ft. bridles on a 5° cm. diameter mouth and between the mouth
and the filtering surface is a canvas cylinder whose depth to the closing rings
is 23 in., i.e. a tota1length of 57 in. from the release gear to the throttling band.

10()

J .

'6.
.

0'4L .
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The total length of the throttling cord doubled is 16t ft. The drop on closing,
if the net were stationary, wouldbe'the differencebetween 57in. and 99 in.-
say 3t ft. Of this drop about I ft. takes placebefore closingstarts and a further
2t ft. during closing. It should be emphasized that some slackis necessaryin
the throttling cord for normal working of the closingmechanism, particularly
under adverse conditions, but if the throttling line were tight between the
attachment to the release and throttling100ps, there would be negligible fall
before the closingstarted and the half of the circumferenceof the circle, 3I in.,
as the rope tightened.

In the case of a net which is being hauled verticallythere will be a tendency
for it to continue to move upwards after being released from the hauling line
owing to its own momentum, and the resultant movement of the net will

Metres
0

20 A T

10

30

40

Sec.

Fig. 6. Copy of the tracing of a depth record; constant speed to A, at which point messenger
engaged, the weight coming on to throttling line at T. Horizontal scale in seconds;
vertical scale in metres with an arbitrary zero.

depend upon the speed of hauling and the weight attached to the net. If the
net remained stationary after release of the hauling rope, then at a hauling
speed of 0'5 m.jsec. it would be approximately 2 sec. before the weight came
on the throttling line again. A record of the changes in position of a net on
closing was obtaine!i by attaching a small depth recorder to the bucket of the
net. The net was handled by a mechanical winch in order to obtain a uniform
hauling speed and the conditions were chosen so that there was as little move-
ment of the ship as possible. Further, in order to exaggerate the effect about I ft.
extra throttling rope was used. Fig. 6 is copied from a photograph of the record.
No actual fall of the net is shown but after the messenger engages (at A), the net
remains virtually at the same level until caught up again (at T) by the throttling
rope.

That the slowing down of the net causes water to be ejected from the net was
confirmed by taking a film using a model net.1 The net was a scale model, one-

1 This and a number of other films were taken by Mr F. M. Marshall, and. his expert
assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
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fifth of the Discovery net, without the canvas top. In view of the difficulties of
working vertically, a horizontal tow was made, using an electric motor to
obtain uniform speed. Inside the opening of the net was f~stened a coarse
m~sh bag containing finely powdered potassium permanganate. The effect of
closing the net was imitated by stopping the motor and reducing the forward
speed by a line attached to the tail of the net. Part of the film is shown in PI. I.
The film was taken at a speed of 64 frames/sec., and the ejection of water when
the net is stopped can be clearlyseen. .

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY. ,

The analysis of data on replicate vertical plankton hauls gives a value of the
order of 35 % for the coefficient of variation of a single observation for a haul
of moderate length. The results are similar to those presented by Winsor &
Walford (1936), and Winsor & Clarke (1940); and are not at variance with the
suggestion that the animals are randomly distributed, and that the variations
obtained are largely dependent upon variation in the volume of water filtered
by the net.

When short- hauls are taken, as is done when information is sought on the
plankton of a limited vertical column, then the coefficient of variation of
a single'observationis of the order of 9° %. It is suggested that this is due to
an accumulation of small errors of technique which weight the result heavily
when only a small column of water is filtered. For examination of such short
columns oblique or horizontal hauls should be given consideration.

It is shown that in divided hauls in which the net is closed on the Nansen
principle losses in catch take place and it would be advisable to abandon its
use in quantitative plankton work. The alternative seems to be an apparatus
such as the Clarke-Bumpus sampler (Clarke & Bumpus, 1940), or a Kofoid-
type net for horizontal hauls (Kofoid, 1912).

Any mechanism which, as a result of its closing action, results in a tendency
for the net to fall will cause a loss in the catch, although the presence of a cone
and a small opening would tend to reduce this loss (Kofoid, 19II).
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

PLATE I

Photograph of escape of material from net on stopping (consecutive frames from top left to
bottom right). The film was taken at 64 frames/sec. and the speed of towing was approximately
o'S m./sec. Hauling was stopped at the 3rd frame (A).

PLAT:E II

Another photographic record of material escaping from the net (consecutive frames from top
left to bottom right). I:Iauling was stopped at the 3rd frame (A).
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